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he is encouraged to do so. The creatures are 
very detailed; they are not broad generaliza
tions which leave you with the feeling you've 
just read a text on basic zoology. We've gone 
in for visual and tactile descriptions rather 
than classifications, which will help the GM 
to referee them and the players to relate to 
them. 

The rules were written with the begin
ning role-player in mind. No set of rote-play
ing rules is easy; many people are in1imida1ed 
by the "oh my god, it's as 1ong as a book!" 
feeling they receive when they first pick it up. 
Our s1ated purpose. however, was to write 
rules that anyone could understand . Avoid
ing role-playing jargon as much as possible, 
we tried to say things in plain English !with 
1he help of our editors!. and say them as suc
cinctly as possible. 

The novice role-player who wants to try 
Universe should start out by leisurely reading 

through the rules and examining the Inter
stellar Display and other aids provided. If he 
intends to GM, he should read the enclosed 
adventure, checking back to 1he rules when
ever the descriptions of characters or situa
tions !herein raise questions. He should 
gather his group of players together for an 
evening before they actually play and let 
them see the Gamesmaster's Guide, show
ing them the sections on Charact�r Action. 
Skills. and Character Generation in particu
lar. Then they should use the personal com
bat rules and run a firefight with the charac
ters provided in the adventure. 

This approach will solve two problems: 
it wi11 get them through a personal combat 
situation, which is often the hardest system 
10 learn, and it will familiarize them with the 
characters they will play in the adventure. 
Each player should then choose a character 
from those provided and agree when to meet 
again. If they can procure a copy of the rules 

to read before play begins. so much the bet
ter. The fledgling GM should spend any in
iervening time becoming conversant with 
the encounrer systems (character vs. non
player character, character vs. creature!. the 
story line of the adventure. and the world on 
which the adventure takes place. 

When all meet again to play out the ad
venlure, it should become clear what prob
terns have arisen which should be discussed 
then. before any misunderstandings take 
place. The first play-through is going to be 
very rough and a11 concerned will undoubt
edly miss rules. misinterpret rules, and forget 
about rules. These are all necessary happen
ings and the evening should not be billed as 
anything else except a fun time for all. 

1f the GM has succeeded in sparking a 
little interest in the players, he should have 
them back over to play out other scenarios in 
the star system the adventure provides while 
he starts creating his own Universe. ■■ 
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